Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
How Friday, October 20, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:00 am Pacific/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Jean Linsner (Chicago 606); Steve Rogerman (MN Master Naturalist); Suzanne
Mrozak (Tree Spotters, Arnold Arboretum); Trudie Henninger (NC Arboretum)
TAKE AWAYS:
- The Partner Dashboard can help you get a sense of the contributions volunteers are making to your project each
year
- Locate it by visiting the Phenology Project Resources page. Navigate there by clicking on the For Groups menu >
Phenology Project Resources > Scroll to Use and Share Data > Click on Local Phenology Project Dashboard
- Is useful for compiling annual reports or sharing with users what they have contributed and when
- Provides information for your Group about Observation Quantity (Number of records per species per month);
number of site visits per month; Observer activity (Number of active observers per month and per year)
Celebrate a Success
- Jean – Chicago 606 project – 450 of the same cloned plants to understand if where they are planted impacts
where they bloom based on their proximity from lake Michigan. 30 volunteers began, went through training in
Feb/March, 20 active volunteers this year! Clones serviceberry and cloned lilacs are the species they are using. 15
of same plant of the same person – trying to figure out how to add pollinators and birds to add interest for the
volunteers. Suzanne – where exactly is it in Chicago? – Bloomingdale Trail 1800 North. East end is the Kennedy
Expressway.
- Suzanne – Volunteer coordinator for the Tree Spotters at the Arnold Arboretum – greater Boston. 3rd season. 55
specific tree son the arboretum grounds for the scientists. 11 species. Trained about 300 people, 45-50 people
who are actively participating. Two things – gotten an interview from the local NPR, will post something on their
website about tree spotters, will share it with us. Also – Arborteum has launched Treeversity – Zooniverse
platform, crowdsourcing plant image library. Free images to use for anyone. If you are there you can contribute to
it. Tag the images with metadata, not all phenological but some do appear. Someone is vetting all of the photos so
they are very usable. Here is the link if you are interested: https://www.arboretum.harvard.edu/arboretumlaunches-plant-image-project-treeversity/ That will give you an overview and the link to the tool is in the
description. This will be useful for those who are creating Phenophase Photoguides (using our templates) for the
eastern species.
- Trudie - My computer is a dinosaur and my microphone isn't working :( but am excited to hear about the
Treeversity plant library with images available! I am the Citizen Science Coordinator at The NC Arboretum in
Asheville NC. I'm excited to have gotten 12 new school classes started adopting their trees and recording
phenological phases! They name their trees and a favorite right now is "Bark" the dogwood tree.
- Steve – Local Chapter president for Rochester for the MN Master Naturalists. They mostly do invasive species
removal at one of the local nature centers. He is in the Phenology Leader Course now. Getting ready to retire from
Federal Law Enforcement. Photographic engineering is another thing he worked on. Wants to bring a phenology
trail and programs to Quarry Hill Nature Center b/c they are already doing a lot of phenology work. Also wants to
work on Boy Scouts merit badges – would like to test one for phenology, they only have more broad badges like
biology, nature science
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Discussion Topic: Using our data summary tools.
- Jean offered to drive us through the Partner Dashboard. Thanks Jean!
- We looked at her Volunteer data and they are doing great! Consistent observations coming in for all of 2017. Can
see all of the observers and how many times they have gone out into the field. Can also see where during the year
they might need more support or need to recruit more observers.
- I encourage you to play with the dashboard and see what your data look like.
- We can look at Suzanne’s data next month, for the Tree Spotters, and if she is around she might be able to drive us
through the dashboard.
Next time
- Suzanne – Ideas for a book club? She is thinking about starting one.
- Libia – how can we do outreach or find partners or schools. How can we bring people to the project.
Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned –11:03 a Pacific/AZ time
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